DISCUSSION TOPICS
8-29-90

1. Senate XIV meeting - September 6
   a. A?

2. Western XXI Committee
   a. Progress to Date
      b. Procedure and Timetables leading to finalization this semester. 
         Directives - by Oct.
      c. Implication of Report on the budget process at Western/
         Zero-based budgeting. Hearing with Heads of all units.
         New Day one spending their money.

3. Senate Resolution regarding faculty evaluation of Deans and
   then, other upper administration.
   Sent to Bob Mayee
   Response to be.

4. Insurance - at WKU and other large employers in the area.
   Fall '91 - Students have to have insurance.

People should understand Bigger Vision -
forget small stuff like the Herald article -
Using imp. when 21 comes out as if
some people are better than others.